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Executive Summary
We propose developing an open-source toolkit for creating markets, called Zocalo, in order to
catalyze broader adoption of markets in academia, industry, and throughout society. We are
primarily interested in prediction markets, which allow traders to buy and sell securities that
pay out based on the outcome of some future event, but Zocalo would also be useful for creating markets in other goods.
Markets are the most effective mechanism for assigning resources to their most valuable uses
without relying on a single agent with complete information. [Hayek] They are mostly known
as a human-scale institution for transferring control of physical goods ranging from a single
sandwich to a tanker of crude oil. However, economists have shown over the last several decades that another function of markets — making prices visible, or “Price Discovery” — is valuable in its own right as mechanism for information aggregation.
By constructing financial securities that pay the holder an amount that depends on the outcome of particular events, markets in such artificial commodities generate forecasts that have
been shown to improve on other predictions whenever buyers and sellers have access to information that bears on the likelihood of the events. More accurate predictions are valuable
whenever we have to make choices in the face of uncertainty.
There is an active body of research into the structure and effects of these markets. Applications include forecasting (project schedules, level of sales, election outcomes) and making decisions (which pharmaceuticals to take to trial, which flu vaccine to manufacture this season,
what mix of products to build). Trials of prediction markets are beginning to demonstrate
their usefulness, but proponents are handicapped by not having access to tools that make
them straightforward to use.
Zocalo will fill that gap.
To succeed, it must be easy to deploy in a variety of environments, and must support a variety
of market institutions that can be configured through a simple interface. If we achieve these
goals, it will enable a wider community to investigate the effects of innovative market institutions. Our initial users will be experimental economists, because that is a forgiving environment, but one that will push us to build the market infrastructure on a principled foundation.
Later applications will expand to include uses from trials in industrial settings to public markets for prizes or real money.
CommerceNet is ideally positioned to catalyze creation of a community around these ideas
that will, we believe, accelerate their adoption.
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1. Catalyzing Adoption of Prediction Markets
A market designed from the outset for information gathering and forecasting is called an
information market. Information markets can be used to elicit a collective estimate of the
expected value or probability of a random variable, reflecting information dispersed across
an entire population of traders. The market prediction is not usually an average or median
of individual opinions, but is a complex summarization reflecting the game-theoretic interplay of traders as they obtain and leverage information, and as they react to the actions
of others obtaining and leveraging their own information, etc. In the best case scenario, the
market price reflects a forecast that is a perfect Bayesian integration of all the information
spread across all of the traders, properly accounting even for redundancy.
— Announcement for the DIMACS Workshop on Markets as Predictive Devices [DIMACS]

This paper proposes that CommerceNet fund an initiative to build Zocalo,1 an open-source
toolkit for markets. We are primarily interested in prediction markets, but the same tools
should be useful for creating markets in other interchangeable goods. To be successful, the
toolkit must be easy to deploy in a variety of environments, and must support a variety of
market institutions that can be configured through a simple interface.
Our goal is to enable broader adoption of prediction markets in academia and industry in the
near term. In the long-term, we hope this will lead to more use throughout society to support
public-policy decisions.
The existing toolkits we have found [Walras, Gambit, JASA, jMarkets, etc.] support experiments
but aren’t intended for deployment as actual markets where valuable goods are exchanged.
Without consummating exchanges, they merely report the results of abstract transactions.
Each one emphasizes a particular format of market and depends on its own built-in interface.
Zocalo will be designed to support markets for goods with actual value, and will thus emphasize robustness beyond the minimal level expected of experimental software. It will support a
wide range of goods and a variety of market formats. Standard software engineering practice,
which is also not typically emphasized in software developed by domain specialists, can ensure that the user interface is separate from the underlying model.
Zocalo will support real markets that transfer ownership and control of goods (see [WebMart]
for an example), so more attention will be focused on implementing the goods to be transacted — currency, coupons of various types, securities and derivatives — and ensuring that
the ownership of the goods changes hands as the markets direct. This should pay off because
new goods will have interfaces that would be compatible with those built previously, so the
design of the basic institutions won’t have to change as new combinations are added.

1

Zocalo is the term used in Mexico for the open public market in a town’s square. It plays the same
role as the agora did in ancient Greece.
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Our first versions will be suitable for experimental situations in economics labs. Later on we
expect to be able to support internal prediction markets for business partners, and eventually,
we expect the software to evolve to be suitable for real-money public policy prediction markets. As an open source toolkit, other developers will be able to make use of whichever portions of the code base they find to be useful.
CommerceNet is in an ideal situation for sponsoring this development. CommerceNet Foundation is a non-profit, and it is using some of its funds to start a new research lab focused on
decentralizing ecommerce. This gives us the opportunity to invest in developing software systems that will enhance commerce in new ways. From this position, we hope to be able to recruit collaborators who are interested in operating markets.
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2. Understanding Prediction Markets
Markets have long been considered to be the best way to allocate resources among competing uses in the absence of an arbiter with complete information [Hayek]. Prices ensure that the
different agents competing for access have a common standard for comparison across different choices. The market clearing process ensures that each resource is assigned to its best use.
Different market designs satisfy different purposes [Reynolds]. Continuous double auction
markets provide goods on demand to buyers who are willing to pay the going rate, while call
markets improve prices for buyers and sellers when time is not the most crucial factor. When
buyers’ needs for different goods are interdependent, combination markets may be necessary.
For example, someone may want to reserve airline tickets and hotel rooms at the lower
advance-purchase, no-changes rates, but only if both are available at the same time.
Prediction markets are a relatively new form of market in which the goods being traded are
securities whose values will be determined by the outcomes of future events. The securities
are structured so that trading between buyers and sellers causes the price to reflect the probability of the underlying event. When a trader sees a market price (probability) that is less than
her expected probability for the event, she will see a profit opportunity in buying more, thus
driving the price up. The new price reflects a higher probability to others monitoring the market.

2.1 Prediction Markets are an Active Research Area
Since prediction markets were first proposed in 1988, they have attracted a fair amount of attention ([Wolfers & Zitzewitz A] provides a survey of recent work). Several variations on the
basic idea have been described that ought to make it possible to find answers to more kinds
of questions, or apply the institution in a wider set of circumstances. Robin Hanson [Hanson2003] suggested ways to support conditional bets, which would elicit estimates about the
relative chances that alternative approaches would have of achieving certain outcomes. [Pennock] suggested combining pari-mutuel style betting with standard double-auction prediction markets to increase the liquidity of the markets at the cost of having prices that don’t directly reflect probabilities. Several automated market makers have been proposed that would
offer different ways to improve the predictive ability of markets with small numbers of traders
(“thin markets”). In markets for general commodities, similar approaches can make thin markets more liquid and make it easier for traders to find counterparties to trade with.
So far, the public markets have been limited to questions of very broad interest like national
elections and the outcome of professional sporting events. The new institutions that have
been proposed should make it possible to offer a wider variety of questions and provide
greater detail in the answers. We suspect that a large part of the reason these improved institutions are not being used is that independent development by each provider has meant that
each developer has to spend most of their time solving the first order problems, and they
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never find the time to add more institutional variants. Our hope is that shared access to open
source will provide incentive and opportunity to get beyond the first stage of system development.

2.2 Public Prediction Markets are Difficult to Deploy
One of the obstacles to the introduction of prediction markets in the U.S. has been that the
gambling laws in most jurisdictions are written broadly enough that they could be construed
to prohibit use of these markets with real money ([Bell, Hahn & Tetlock 2004b]). Few people
have been willing to risk the possible penalties without clearer indications that these markets
won’t attract prosecution. The fact that the laws vary from one state to the next makes the legal research prohibitively expensive. A recent decision by the World Trade Organization states
that the American ban is an unfair trade practice. The U.S. is fighting the ruling, and may not
actually have sufficient incentive to force it to comply.
In this environment there have been a variety of alternatives introduced in order to explore
the ideas without facing the unknown legal risks. Some of these have been “play money” markets [HSX, FX] or limited the amount participants could risk [IEM], others have awarded prizes
but not required participants to put up money to join [Time, NewsFutures], and one awards
the winnings to the winner’s preferred charity rather than to the winner [LongBets]. There is
continuing discussion of whether play money produces results that are as reliable as real
money markets [Schrieber].
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3. Prediction Markets Aid Decision-Making
[Berg & Rietz p80] cite prior research supporting six reasons why prediction markets are a
good choice for Decision Support applications:
1) They “give continuously updated dynamic forecasts.”
2) They “aggregate information across traders.”
3) These “markets give unbiased, relatively accurate forecases well in advance of
outcomes.”
4) They “can outperform existing alternatives.”
5) “market dynamics overcome biases that individual traders may have, effectively
eliminating [the biases] from forecasts.”
6) They “can be designed to forecast a variety of issues and provide a variety of
types of information.”
These attributes fit well with zLab’s focus on decentralizing e-commerce. Prediction markets
can enable “agile networks of firms [to] collaborate dynamically”, as proposed in the introduction to zLab’s mission statement. [zLabs] They can also be used as critical tools within companies to allow the business to react more spontaneously to changing conditions before information has a chance to percolate to the traditional decision makers. In addition, they will constitute an important component of some of the institutions (decentralized advertising markets and peer-to-peer auctions) that zLabs is pursuing.

3.1 Markets Aid Decentralized Communication
When an organization has internal expertise that isn’t being reflected in the information that
reaches the decision makers, this new tool can draw together the knowledge that is spread
around the organization, and circumvent the incentives that sometimes cause official channels to distort messages. Some managers pad their estimates so they aren’t squeezed when
project requirements change, while others shave the numbers they provide to make proposals more attractive, even if less reliable. Executives often have to guess which distortions have
been applied and don’t know whether multiple layers of intermediaries have compounded
the problem or cancelled it out.
Pharmaceutical companies, for example, have many people with considerable expertise on all
the different factors relating to successful introduction of a new drug. They spend much of
their time presenting much of it to other people in the organization. But every time the information is repeated, it has to be summarized or rearranged to fit the constraints of the presenter and the audience, diluting or filtering the information content.
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The result is that even when everyone means well, executives can’t rely on the information
that reaches them. Several experiments have demonstrated that prediction markets can remedy this problem. The examples cover corporate sales performance, efficacy for drugs that are
still in trial, and likelihood of software development projects meeting their delivery schedule.

3.2 Corporations are Adopting Markets
Markets can be used to find the most efficient ways to allocate resources or work among different divisions, even when the resources are exotic or no one is sure to begin with what a
reasonable approach would be.
There have been several publicized uses of formal markets inside businesses [Time, Chen &
Plott, Proebsting]. One, at British Petroleum [Malone], allowed divisions of the company to
trade internal pollution credits (which each allowed a certain amount of CO2 emissions) in
a market that encouraged decentralized coordination on the most cost effective ways to
reduce BP's overall output of CO2.

In 1998, BP’s CEO had made a commitment to reduce the company’s emissions by 10 percent
from 1990 levels by 2010. The divisions were each assigned a certain number of permits, and
they were allowed to buy and sell permits among the divisions. Each year, the divisions were
constrained to not emit more CO2 than their respective permits allowed. Each division had a
mandate to reduce their emissions, so they each explored various ways of reaching their targets.
As they developed new ways to make the changes, they could publish to the other divisions
what it would cost to reduce emissions by a certain amount, and how much they could reduce
beyond what their permits required. The different divisions could then compare results and
shift the permits to the divisions with the highest cost to make changes, while shifting the reductions to the divisions with the lowest costs of change. The divisions could then also share
notes on what strategies were most cost effective, and adopt each other’s processes when
they made sense. By 2001, 9 years ahead of the CEO’s commitment, the company had met its
original goals.

3.3 Corporations are Adopting Prediction Markets
In other cases, companies intended to improve on information they were already generating
and relying on for planning purposes. All of these reports indicate that the information produced gave better answers than the mechanisms the companies had previously relied on:

•

Hewlett-Packard (HP) ran markets predicting the level of sales expected for
some of its product lines. The markets have consistently produced more reliable
predictions than the official sales forecasts that management used to rely on.
[Plott & Chen]

•

Eli Lilly used prediction markets to evaluate candidate drugs. The market correctly picked out the three most successful drugs. The resulting price levels gave
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better indications of the traders strength of convictions than other mechanisms
had. [Time]

•

Siemens ran internal markets on whether software development projects would
meet their schedules. The market gave early indications that development
would not be finished by the time that management was projecting. [Ortner]

•

Intel used markets to make some decisions about which manufacturing plants
to assign particular production runs to. Microsoft was reported to be considering setting up markets to get more information on the level of interest among
developers for new products. [Time]

The largest area of current use for prediction market software is among experimental economists. There is also a growing demand for these and other markets inside businesses.

3.4 Potential Long-Term Impact on Society
If we have developed the toolkits sufficiently, they will make it possible to run very small scale
markets that nonetheless produce reliable information. This will enable promoters of these
markets to take advantage of an effect identified by Wired Magazine [Anderson]. They described the competitive advantage of on-line electronic retailers as the ability to make enormous catalogues of goods available and organize them so that every customer can find a
niche market customized to his tastes. The possible uses of these markets will expand enormously if we make it cost effective and valuable to build many markets covering large numbers of questions, some of which may be important only to a small number of people.
In a broader social context, Robert Hahn and Paul Tetlock [Hahn & Tetlock 2004a] have described in detail how prediction markets could be used to improve the effectiveness of aid to
developing nations. Their proposal is that prediction markets should be used to estimate the
comparative benefits of alternative approaches to resolving a particular problem. In parallel,
the funder would auction off the right to be paid a specified performance bonus for implementing the proposed program. The two parallel markets give separate, unbiased estimates of
the expected benefit and specify the amount the funding agency would have to pay. This allows them to make trade-offs between different approaches without having to assess the biases of experts who are likely to have an interest in which outcome is chosen.
Similar approaches could be used to produce cost-effective solutions to many other public
policy challenges. [Leigh & Wolfers] In addition, the establishment of stable, legal prediction
markets could provide access to ongoing, reliable estimates of the relative importance of
widely discussed issues whose severity is currently debated by competing experts without
resolution. DARPA proposed setting up a market to investigate the effectiveness of these
ideas in foreign policy settings. [PAM]
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4. Our Design Approach
“Nothing seems as clear as a design you haven’t written down.”

— E. Dean Tribble

Our goal is to establish Zocalo as the obvious tool to start from when considering the deployment of a new market, whatever the purpose. As serious software developers with a
background in providing reliable systems and services, we expect to be able to offer stability,
adaptability, and continuity. These should be valuable both to experimental economists looking for a quick turnaround on a simple solution and to entrepreneurs who want to build a reliable market to allow participants to exchange items of real value.
Since we are claiming that design differences will make Zocalo more robust and reliable than
other tools that practitioners might use, it behooves us to discuss the design approach that
will lead to these benefits. The most important aspect of the design is that the market institutions will have polymorphic interfaces [Page-Jones] for dealing with the commodities being
traded. This will ensure that new forms of goods and new institutions can be created and introduced into the exchange without major rewrites. This should enable experimenters to
make minor (or major) changes to their experimental design without revamping the software
in a way that renders previous experiments inoperable or requiring a complete rewrite for
each new use of the toolkit.
There will be a clear separation between implementation of the market institutions and the
user interfaces (UIs). The first UIs will be developed for deployment over the web. If there is any
reason to develop versions that run as applications only the UI code will be affected. It is envisioned that versions will be developed that support both web interfaces and direct TCP/IP
connections as well as interfaces for email. None of these possibilities will effect the initial implementations except in enforcing the clean separation between the market model and support for user interfaces. These clean interfaces will also allow software agents to interact with
the markets. There is a significant amount of market research that relies on agents to provide
liquidity or to investigate specific trading strategies.
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Figure A: Zocalo Toolkit Architecture
The foundation of the system is a layer of classes that support abstract trading in a market.
There are objects representing the Resources being traded, their Owners, the Orders used to
specify the desired trade, and the institutions (OrderBook, generic Auction, etc.) which process
orders in order to cause trades to happen. Built on top of those foundation classes are more
specific implementations (call market, continuous double auction) that use the same interfaces. These institutions will then need to have particular Resources specified in order to deploy a particular prediction market, or a market in rights to some abstract resource like pollution credits or network bandwidth.
The approach is based on previous work by the author, including prediction market prototypes and auction systems [WebMart, SMLI-TR, Miller] that supported dynamic markets in
network bandwidth, charged for use of a high-end color printer, and metered access to a network jukebox. We have previously built two prototypes for prediction markets: one that integrates a combinatorial market with an order book, and another that integrates an order book
with a market maker using a logarithmic scoring rule [Hibbert].

4.1 Our Development Process
We expect to start on this project by building a simple working version of a prediction market,
sufficient to support modest experiments. We are discussing requirements with experimenters at George Mason University who expect to run an experiment in March, and are preparing
to begin development. It will require simple versions of some of the classes in the foundation
layer of figure A, and a few specific solutions situated along the left edge of the higher layers.
We also hope to take advantage of the opportunity to develop software customized for particular experiments by inviting developers to work with us at CommerceNet where we will be
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able to work closely with them to learn from their expertise and show them how to take advantage of the software’s features.
Once we have built the software foundations, refactoring [Fowler] to support different requirements should be straightforward. Object-Oriented Design using polymorphic objects
[Page-Jones] readily lends itself to the Extreme Programming (XP) style of rapid prototyping
and rapidly reconfiguring existing code to suit additional uses. When combined with XP’s emphasis on test-driven development [Beck], it is common to be able continue to support all
working features as new abilities are added incrementally.
The initial requirements for the software are to support:

•

currency

•

binary prediction market claims

•

multiple accounts

•

multiple markets

•

a continuous double auction market based on an order book

•

logging events to allow activity analysis

It will need user interfaces to support experimenters creating claims and accounts and allocating funds; as well as participants viewing prices, entering bids, and accepting offers.
Particular experiments will, of course, impose yet other requirements, such as limited access to
information, existence of market makers or introduction of arbitrage agents to the system.
Other directions the software will be able to adapt to quickly include:

•

multiple accounts

•

multi-way claims (extending beyond binary claims)

•

more auction formats

•

integrated order book

•

market scoring rules

•

conditional claims

Once the software has been demonstrated to support experiments, and the extensibility
mechanisms have been documented, we expect to investigate approaches to decentralization
of the system to increase redundancy and scaling in order to be able to support larger markets.
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One goal is that the software support decentralized markets sponsored by different parties.
We also expect to support markets in other commodities. One example of interest within
CommerceNet’s zLabs is building decentralized advertising networks (“zClassifieds”) intended
to allow publishers to regain control of the ads they display on their sites.
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5. Collaborating Across Communities
We expect Zocalo to be valuable to several groups; some will benefit from the early uses, while
others will see the gains as the project develops a significant collection of relevant software,
and others demonstrate the value of the techniques. We expect economists, particularly those
investigating the properties of different forms of prediction markets, to be among the early
groups to find uses for our software. The existence of the software, as a demonstration of the
feasibility, and as a foundation for deployment, should lower the cost of using markets within
firms. The toolkit should find uses in a wider range of environments, including in public policy
discussions that will have a larger effect on society, but may take longer to emerge. We hope
to work with organizations that would like to explore these uses in order to ensure the tools
are suitable in those environments.
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Figure B: Our Target Audiences
We have started discussions with experimental economists to find out whether they would be
receptive to using Zocalo in their experiments, and how they currently develop software for
their experiments. Some respected researchers have engaged in discussions with us of their
requirements and current approach. Robin Hanson and David Porter’s research group at
George Mason University is planning an experiment for this spring, and has welcomed our offer to provide software. At the DIMACS Workshop on Prediction Markets [DIMACS], we talked
with several other groups that were looking for alternative sources of software. Some are not
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currently able to run pilot projects because companies that support this kind of project are
charging substantial fees. Experimenters that we contacted were often unsatisfied with the
generic experimental software they are currently using and expressed serious interest in alternatives that would be more readily adapted to investigation of prediction markets.
From the few groups we have contacted, it appears likely that there are many departments
who don’t have access to a reusable toolkit for their experiments. These groups would be
likely to welcome support from an organization that specializes in professional software development, and could provide extensible foundations that would reduce the costs and time
required to develop tools for their experiments.
Over the longer term, the existence of this software as a focal point for research into the properties of prediction markets, and for development of advanced market mechanisms should
drive deployment of prediction markets into more environments. The open source Apache
web server platform, for example, makes it possible for many organizations and individuals to
deploy sophisticated web sites at a reasonable cost. The large number of uses and users has
attracted other developers to create commercial alternatives, which has not kept the usage of
Apache from continuing to grow.
If studies of these markets continue to demonstrate that these markets contribute unique
value, this will feed back into further interest in these techniques. In the medium term, this
would lead to increased use of markets inside businesses and non-profit organizations to improve decision making and optimize the allocation of effort and resources. The internal markets pioneered by BP, HP, and Eli Lilly are indicative of some of the possibilities.

5.1 The Case for Sharing Infrastructure
Experimental economists have a continuing need to test new or familiar market institutions
while varying the rules about participants’ goals or what information they have access to. The
NetLab Workshop sponsored by the NSF in 1997 [NetLab] called for development of shared
software for experiments in economics and other social scientists to make it easier to test new
hypotheses, but little seems to have come of that. The one example that we’ve found is that U.
C. Berkeley has set up an Experimental Social Science lab [Xlab], that is open to students and
professors across departments on campus. It is intended to make it easy for social scientists
there to set up computer-based laboratory experiments. They are providing access to experimental economics software provided by HP Labs [Xlab Software, MUMS].
Another source of deployable software is the growing number of companies selling prediction market services2 . So far, all of these companies are keeping their source code proprietary.
Occasionally, an experiment can be run using public prediction markets as they are deployed
for other purposes [Wolfers & Zitzewitz B], but the more normal case is that some modifica2

Examples include: Common Knowledge Markets, Foresight Exchange, NewsFutures, IncentiveMarkets,
and EconOne [CommerceNetWiki].
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tion is necessary in order to test a specific hypothesis. The commercial companies are seldom
willing to make changes within the budget of academic economists.
These companies are competing to provide software to support internal markets in the business context. We hope and expect that the fact that our code will be open source and designed for customizability, and that we are looking for test cases to prove those properties will
make us a more viable choice.
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6. Conclusion
Markets have been shown to be the best way to allocate resources in a large variety of situations. Indeed, arguments favoring alternative mechanisms often bear the burden of proof.
Prediction Markets are not yet as established, but evidence that they are valuable tools is accumulating rapidly. We hope to catalyze the creation of a community around an easily deployable software system, both to improve research in this area, and to enable broader adoption in the situations in which their value has already been established.
CommerceNet is uniquely positioned to support this project. Other groups that are interested
in using prediction markets are focused on exploring the effects of variations in market design or selling services to customers, and don’t have an incentive to provide a general framework. As a result, every potential user of these tools must start by acquiring expertise in developing software. Since their interests are elsewhere, the software is not built in a way that
lends itself to re-use, and the barriers to adoption remain high. CommerceNet could create a
foundational toolkit that would be valuable to many people, and enable vastly increased use
of this tool.
We have presented our approach to building open source prediction market software. We are
looking for collaborators who would make use of the software for experiments in the economics of markets or the functioning of prediction markets. The contribution we hope to
make to the field lies in expanding the use and usability of these markets so they will be deployed in more places. We hope to catalyze growth of a community interested in promoting
the use of this tool
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